Choosing the Right Logo File
CSFS has created several logo files to meet your needs. We provide a single PDF file and PNG files in 3 sizes. By choosing the right file for
your application, you can maintain the professional look and feel of your communication material.

Printed Documents and online PDFs
Except in rare cases, you should use our PDF (CFP-Logo2011.pdf ) file. It will automatically print and display at the right resolution so you
won’t have pixilation or other resolution related issues that distract from the professional look of your document. And the good news is
that these are very small files and easy to use.
If you’re printing in black & white, you can use our B&W (CFP-Logo2011-BW.pdf ), or let your software automatically make the conversion.
Just be careful that all parts of the logo are distinct and visible.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Presentations (Powerpoint and Keynote)
Recent versions of both of these presentation tools easily accept PDF files – automatically scaling the logo without loss of resolution or increasing the size your presentation
file. We recommend using the PDF file unless you have an old version of these tools.

Web pages
We recommend using PNG files for the web. For the best results, pick the right size file that matches the visible size on your web page. If you use a smaller PNG file than you
need, the logo will look pixilated. If you use a larger PNG file than you need, your web page may look fine, but it will take much longer to load into your viewers’ browsers. This
is particularly important for viewers using smart phones and other mobile devices.
We provide 3 different size files (CFP-Logo2011-SMALL.png @ 125 x 170 pixels, CFP-Logo2011-MEDIUM.png @ 360 x 491 pixels, CFP-Logo2011-LARGE.png @ 748 x 1021 pixels), and your web team can also create other sized files from our PDF file.

Other Formats
You can make virtually any standard graphics file from our PDF file using tools like Adobe Acrobat. Be sure to use the right resolution for you needs. If you use the wrong compression or resolution setting (these are not the same thing), you may create a fuzzy or pixilated logo file.

Colors and Fonts
We follow the Colorado State University Branding Toolbox for colors and fonts. The font is Minion Pro.

Color

Pantone

CMYK

RED

Pantone 186 C

C=0, M=100%, Y=81%, K=4%

GREEN

Pantone 555 C

C=75%,M=0, Y=60%, K=55%

YELLOW

100% Yellow

C=0%, M=0%, Y=100%, K=0%

